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considered one of the best books on systematic theology every written it covers all the basics on the reality of god the atonement of christ and the
final state of man and the last things anyone that wishes to study theology would be wise to read this book as many in the reformed tradition hold that
this book is a landmark book in its field considered one of the best books on systematic theology ever written it covers all the basics on the reality of
god the atonement of christ and the final state of man and the last things anyone that wishes to study theology would be wise to read this book as many
in the reformed tradition hold that this book is a landmark book in its field now in larger print it is of great importance in these days in which
conservatives and liberals are pitted against each other and they who bow before the authority of the word of god must join battle with those who place
human reason on the throne that those who accept the bible as the infallible word of god should be at least in some measure acquainted with the position
of those who are building on another foundation and should know something about the strategy which they follow about the nature of their attacks on the
citadel of faith and about the weapons which they employ in storming the strongholds of orthodoxy it will make them more effective in their spiritual
warfare this brief and popular survey of the present situation in the theological world was prepared in the hope that it might at least in some measure
help those who are on the firing line to gain a better understanding of the opposing forces this is louis berkhof s systematic theology we start the
study of theology with two presuppositions namely 1 that god exists and 2 that he has revealed himself in his divine word and for that reason it is not
impossible for us to start with the study of god we can turn to his revelation in order to learn what he has revealed concerning himself and concerning
his relation to his creatures attempts have been made in the course of time to distribute the material of dogmatics in such a way as to exhibit clearly
that it is not merely in one locus but in its entirety a study of god this was done by the application of the trinitarian method which arranges the
subject matter of dogmatics under the three headings of 1 the father 2 the son and 3 the holy spirit that method was applied in some of the earlier
systematic works was restored to favor by hegel and can still be seen in martensen s christian dogmatics a similar attempt was made by breckenridge when
he divided the subject matter of dogmatics into 1 the knowledge of god objectively considered and 2 the knowledge of god subjectively considered neither
one of these can be called very more than ever teenagers need to be grounded in a systematic understanding of scripture this classic text by louis
berkhof has been carefully updated to enable modern readers to comprehend and apply its teachings summary of christian doctrine by louis berkhof is an
essential resource for anyone seeking a foundational understanding of christian beliefs from a reformed perspective aimed initially at high school
students this concise work distills berkhof s larger systematic theology into a more accessible format without sacrificing depth it covers a broad range
of topics such as god and creation humanity s relation to god christ s person and work the application of redemption the church and means of grace and
eschatology berkhof s methodical approach ensures that each doctrine is thoroughly explained making it an excellent tool for both personal and group
study the inclusion of review questions and suggestions for further study at the end of each chapter enhances its value as a teaching aid and encourages
deeper exploration of the faith in this work louis berkhof explores the the history and theology of assurance of salvation through faith showing how a
christian should be assured of their salvation through trusting christ this is a phenomenal book to read if you are doubting your faith considered one of
the best books on systematic theology ever written it covers all the basics on the reality of god the atonement of christ and the final state of man and
the last things anyone that wishes to study theology would be wise to read this book as many in the reformed tradition hold that this book is a landmark
book in its field now in larger print it may naturally be taken for granted that the question which constitutes our subject refers to the young men s
societies as they at present exist in our churches societies that bear a definite religious stamp and aim at the religious training of our young men the
young men who constitute these societies are almost without exception in the period of adolescence and therefore in one of the most important periods of
life when the board assigned this subject to me it did not in the least doubt the need of these societies if we should draw that inference from the
interrogatory form in which the subject is cast we would be doing the executives of the federation a great injustice they are firmly convinced of the
necessity and importance of these societies in bringing the subject under consideration to the foreground they merely had the desire to promote a better
understanding of the essential character of our young men s societies of their distinctive place as formative agencies and of their proper function in
the religious development of our young men looking for a simple systematic theology or for a basic introduction to christian doctrine look no further
louis berkhof s classic work a summary of christian doctrine will bless you as you glean from his years of experience and study in theological education
this version of louis berkhof s summary of christian doctrine presents the reformed faith positively without degenerating into dated theological debates
the sentences are now in the active voice and the book s overall structure facilitates easy reading this book gets at the heart of sound doctrine and
aims to make it accessible to all who want to have solid theological footing and a biblical worldview for life sound doctrine is especially necessary for
every lay leader in the church whether they are leading worship or teaching children as a pastor i commend this book to all leaders and not only to
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leaders but to entire congregations the best way for the church to safeguard against false doctrine is to know what is true my hope is that you the
reader will have a firmer grasp of sound christian doctrine so that you may be prepared to counter false doctrine pastor david w bradsher grace community
church pca berkhof s summary of christian doctrine is a very concise version of his 1932 magnum opus systematic theology berkhof s theological views do
not differ significantly from that of earlier reformed theologians such as abraham kuyper and herman bavinck but his skilled summaries have proven very
useful for teaching and instruction particularly to young people and those beginning a deeper study of the reformed tradition this volume offers a
simpler and briefer presentation of christian doctrine geared especially to high school students technical terms and detailed explanations have been
avoided and important scripture passages are printed in full the greatest liberating force in the world is the gospel of jesus christ no other single
agency can be pointed out that wrought such momentous changes one needs but to read such books as loring brace s gesta christi and storr s the divine
origin of christianity indicated by its historical effects to be convinced of the regenerating force of the christian religion yet we should not think
that on the appearance of christianity a complete new order of life immediately issued forth like minerva from the head of jupiter the proclamation of
the revealed truths of god to all the world did not result in a cataclysm the transforming power of the kingdom of heaven is not compared to a sudden
violent geological upheaval but to the gradual fermentation wrought by the leaven it has slowly and unobtrusively overcoming many and mighty obstacles
been working its way from center to circumference christianity s march through the ages has not been one of unhampered progress but one of continual
struggle with the powers of evil that contested its every advance and often turning the scale led to retrograde movements there has been action and
reaction now the pendulum swung to the left and anon to the right but in and through all the movements there has been continual progress man has been led
to an ever clearer conception of the truth nations that were waiting for the glad evangel have heard the voice of god and the life of individuals and
nations has been cast in a new mould michael horton s highly anticipated the christian faith represents his magnum opus and will be viewed as one of if
not the most important systematic theologies since louis berkhof wrote his in 1932 a prolific award winning author and theologian professor horton views
this volume as doctrine that can be preached experienced and lived as well as understood clarified and articulated it is written for a growing cast of
pilgrims making their way together and will be especially welcomed by professors pastors students and armchair theologians features of this volume
include 1 a brief synopsis of biblical passages that inform a particular doctrine 2 surveys of past and current theologies with contemporary emphasis on
exegetical philosophical practical and theological questions 3 substantial interaction with various christian movements within the protestant catholic
and orthodoxy traditions as well as the hermeneutical issues raised by postmodernity and 4 charts sidebars questions for discussion and an extensive
bibliography divided into different entry levels and topics this important work of protestant doctrine is an abbreviated version of the monumental work
systematic theology by louis berkhof it is part of a series of three books designed to be used at three distinct levels of learning this summary of
reformed doctrine explains in a concise manner the great biblical doctrines and is useful as an introduction to dogmatics each chapter contains a section
of questions that promote reflection and learning the book discusses the major areas of christian belief from a classic reformed perspective he covers
areas like theology proper anthropology christology soteriology ecclesiology and eschatology such strange but essential terms and for each topic
discussed there is a historical overview thus one gets a good dose of historical theology along with systematic theology i found his definitions quite
helpful in crystallizing a doctrine and making it sink in consider for instance his definition of god s holiness that perfection of god in virtue of
which he eternally wills and maintains his own moral excellence abhors sin and demands purity in his moral creatures concise clear powerful an absolute
essential work for any serious student of the scriptures and as service guide to their christian faith introduction to the new testament is designed for
students and general readers and directs its readers toward a greater appreciation for new testament writings this book includes an extended analysis of
literature on the new testament including berkhof s own appraisal of the most influential 19th century new testament scholars although berkhof s subject
is the bible his pursuit is unapologetically theological he aims to explain why the church reads and honors the new testament as the word of god and to
vindicate the claims of the canonical books against the criticism of modernist skeptics lexham classics are beautifully typeset new editions of classic
works each book has been carefully transcribed from the original texts ensuring an accurate representation of the writing as the author intended it to be
read louis berkhof well known reformed theologian from the early 20th century left us with this widely appreciated and timeless resource on the new
testament complete with well organized outlines and clearly presented overviews of each new testament book this work is a valuable addition to any
reference library modern reformed theology in america has shown astonishing variety in its expression grouped under the name reformed are in fact five
diverse traditions the princeton theology westminster calvinism the dutch schools southern reformed thought and neoorthodoxy this book provides
penetrating analysis of these five traditions and the two leading theologians of each the result is an important advance in our understanding of what
being reformed has meant and what it should now mean in the late twentieth century publisher following the biblical story line of creation fall
redemption consummation spykman s new paradigm systematics represents a notable revision of the traditional loci method spykman has reordered the basic
christian dogmas in a bold attempt to overcome the rationalist scholastic influences inherent in the older method a new edition of leading theologian
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millard erickson s classic text this proven systematic theology represents the very best in evangelical theology stanley grenz presents the traditional
themes of christian doctrine god humankind christ the holy spirit the church and the last things all within an emphasis on god s central program for
creation namely the establishment of community masterfully blending biblical historical and contemporary concerns grenz s respected work provides a
coherent vision of the faith that is both intellectually satisfying and expressible in christian living available for the first time in paperback this
important work of protestant doctrine is an abbreviated version of the monumental work systematic theology by louis berkhof it is part of a series of
three books designed to be used at three distinct levels of learning this manual is ideal for catechetical teaching of college and high school students
each chapter contains a section of questions that promote reflection and learning this manual has been and will continue to be useful for the education
of believers everywhere developmental theology explores the ways in which the lord is calling his people to examine and adapt theology to the new
insights he is revealing god is challenging us not only to look over the theological fence but to leap over it this volume will help us do that edwin
walhout has been examining these matters for the past twenty or so years and in this stimulating book presents the distillations of his insights you will
find these pioneering chapters challenging to traditional theology while opening up new and exciting avenues into the future in a clear accurate manner
the author gives information to the reader about the different points of view of the distinct theological traditions and makes a strong case for his
points of view by means of rigorous biblical and systematic analysis see cover this landmark edition combines berkhof s standard systematic treatment of
the doctrines of the reformed faith his magnum opus with his introduction to the study of systemtic theology written in a scholarly yet simple style the
work includes a thorough bibliography and study questions at the end of each chapter grenz and franke provide a methodological approach for doing
theology in the postmodern world they call for a theological method that moves beyond the enlightenment way of ordering and understanding information
foundationalism they propose a theological method that takes seriously the spirit tradition and contemporary culture while stressing trinitarian
structure community and eschatology religion can be looked upon as a way of life but being religious does not make anyone god s adopted child
congregating with other persons does not make one the church that is why the requirements are to be born again of the water the holy spirit and the blood
as rightly mentioned but it also involves living and walking by faith in jesus christ the lord and the saviour of mankind being the church as the world
knows is not just going into a building to congregate for worship making empty noises preaching enticing words and saying thus said the lord hence the
reason for the schisms when forms of spirit filled actions take place among churchgoers who are saying the spirit of god fell upon the church truly those
are the actions of churchgoers true worship and walking in the spirit are demonstrated through the church in man god s dwelling place in man known as the
church militant communicates with the church triumphantly and invisibly an enhanced version of a classic undergraduate text in partnership with the dutch
reformed translation society baker academic is proud to offer in english for the very first time the fourth and final volume of herman bavinck s complete
reformed dogmatics now also available as a four volume set this volume includes the combined indexes for all four volumes in addition editor john bolt
introduces each chapter and has enhanced the footnotes and bibliography this masterwork will appeal not only to scholars students pastors and laity
interested in reformed theology but also to research and theological libraries



Systematic Theology 2017-02-17 considered one of the best books on systematic theology every written it covers all the basics on the reality of god the
atonement of christ and the final state of man and the last things anyone that wishes to study theology would be wise to read this book as many in the
reformed tradition hold that this book is a landmark book in its field
Berkhof’s Systematic Theology Revised 2019-09-06 considered one of the best books on systematic theology ever written it covers all the basics on the
reality of god the atonement of christ and the final state of man and the last things anyone that wishes to study theology would be wise to read this
book as many in the reformed tradition hold that this book is a landmark book in its field now in larger print
Recent Trends in Theology 2016-04-02 it is of great importance in these days in which conservatives and liberals are pitted against each other and they
who bow before the authority of the word of god must join battle with those who place human reason on the throne that those who accept the bible as the
infallible word of god should be at least in some measure acquainted with the position of those who are building on another foundation and should know
something about the strategy which they follow about the nature of their attacks on the citadel of faith and about the weapons which they employ in
storming the strongholds of orthodoxy it will make them more effective in their spiritual warfare this brief and popular survey of the present situation
in the theological world was prepared in the hope that it might at least in some measure help those who are on the firing line to gain a better
understanding of the opposing forces
Systematic Theology 2020-08 this is louis berkhof s systematic theology we start the study of theology with two presuppositions namely 1 that god exists
and 2 that he has revealed himself in his divine word and for that reason it is not impossible for us to start with the study of god we can turn to his
revelation in order to learn what he has revealed concerning himself and concerning his relation to his creatures attempts have been made in the course
of time to distribute the material of dogmatics in such a way as to exhibit clearly that it is not merely in one locus but in its entirety a study of god
this was done by the application of the trinitarian method which arranges the subject matter of dogmatics under the three headings of 1 the father 2 the
son and 3 the holy spirit that method was applied in some of the earlier systematic works was restored to favor by hegel and can still be seen in
martensen s christian dogmatics a similar attempt was made by breckenridge when he divided the subject matter of dogmatics into 1 the knowledge of god
objectively considered and 2 the knowledge of god subjectively considered neither one of these can be called very
Manual of Christian Doctrine 2007-08 more than ever teenagers need to be grounded in a systematic understanding of scripture this classic text by louis
berkhof has been carefully updated to enable modern readers to comprehend and apply its teachings
Summary of Christian Doctrine 1960 summary of christian doctrine by louis berkhof is an essential resource for anyone seeking a foundational
understanding of christian beliefs from a reformed perspective aimed initially at high school students this concise work distills berkhof s larger
systematic theology into a more accessible format without sacrificing depth it covers a broad range of topics such as god and creation humanity s
relation to god christ s person and work the application of redemption the church and means of grace and eschatology berkhof s methodical approach
ensures that each doctrine is thoroughly explained making it an excellent tool for both personal and group study the inclusion of review questions and
suggestions for further study at the end of each chapter enhances its value as a teaching aid and encourages deeper exploration of the faith
Summary of Christian Doctrine 2024-03-13 in this work louis berkhof explores the the history and theology of assurance of salvation through faith showing
how a christian should be assured of their salvation through trusting christ this is a phenomenal book to read if you are doubting your faith
Introduction to Systematic Theology 1979-12-01 considered one of the best books on systematic theology ever written it covers all the basics on the
reality of god the atonement of christ and the final state of man and the last things anyone that wishes to study theology would be wise to read this
book as many in the reformed tradition hold that this book is a landmark book in its field now in larger print
The Assurance of Faith 2018-10 it may naturally be taken for granted that the question which constitutes our subject refers to the young men s societies
as they at present exist in our churches societies that bear a definite religious stamp and aim at the religious training of our young men the young men
who constitute these societies are almost without exception in the period of adolescence and therefore in one of the most important periods of life when
the board assigned this subject to me it did not in the least doubt the need of these societies if we should draw that inference from the interrogatory
form in which the subject is cast we would be doing the executives of the federation a great injustice they are firmly convinced of the necessity and
importance of these societies in bringing the subject under consideration to the foreground they merely had the desire to promote a better understanding
of the essential character of our young men s societies of their distinctive place as formative agencies and of their proper function in the religious
development of our young men
Berkhof's Systematic Theology 2024-01-04 looking for a simple systematic theology or for a basic introduction to christian doctrine look no further louis
berkhof s classic work a summary of christian doctrine will bless you as you glean from his years of experience and study in theological education
Why Reformed Young Men's Societies 2016-04-19 this version of louis berkhof s summary of christian doctrine presents the reformed faith positively



without degenerating into dated theological debates the sentences are now in the active voice and the book s overall structure facilitates easy reading
this book gets at the heart of sound doctrine and aims to make it accessible to all who want to have solid theological footing and a biblical worldview
for life sound doctrine is especially necessary for every lay leader in the church whether they are leading worship or teaching children as a pastor i
commend this book to all leaders and not only to leaders but to entire congregations the best way for the church to safeguard against false doctrine is
to know what is true my hope is that you the reader will have a firmer grasp of sound christian doctrine so that you may be prepared to counter false
doctrine pastor david w bradsher grace community church pca
A Summary of Christian Doctrine 2018-04-26 berkhof s summary of christian doctrine is a very concise version of his 1932 magnum opus systematic theology
berkhof s theological views do not differ significantly from that of earlier reformed theologians such as abraham kuyper and herman bavinck but his
skilled summaries have proven very useful for teaching and instruction particularly to young people and those beginning a deeper study of the reformed
tradition this volume offers a simpler and briefer presentation of christian doctrine geared especially to high school students technical terms and
detailed explanations have been avoided and important scripture passages are printed in full
Louis Berkhof's Summary of Christian Doctrine 2012-02-09 the greatest liberating force in the world is the gospel of jesus christ no other single agency
can be pointed out that wrought such momentous changes one needs but to read such books as loring brace s gesta christi and storr s the divine origin of
christianity indicated by its historical effects to be convinced of the regenerating force of the christian religion yet we should not think that on the
appearance of christianity a complete new order of life immediately issued forth like minerva from the head of jupiter the proclamation of the revealed
truths of god to all the world did not result in a cataclysm the transforming power of the kingdom of heaven is not compared to a sudden violent
geological upheaval but to the gradual fermentation wrought by the leaven it has slowly and unobtrusively overcoming many and mighty obstacles been
working its way from center to circumference christianity s march through the ages has not been one of unhampered progress but one of continual struggle
with the powers of evil that contested its every advance and often turning the scale led to retrograde movements there has been action and reaction now
the pendulum swung to the left and anon to the right but in and through all the movements there has been continual progress man has been led to an ever
clearer conception of the truth nations that were waiting for the glad evangel have heard the voice of god and the life of individuals and nations has
been cast in a new mould
A Summary of Christian Doctrine 2022-03-02 michael horton s highly anticipated the christian faith represents his magnum opus and will be viewed as one
of if not the most important systematic theologies since louis berkhof wrote his in 1932 a prolific award winning author and theologian professor horton
views this volume as doctrine that can be preached experienced and lived as well as understood clarified and articulated it is written for a growing cast
of pilgrims making their way together and will be especially welcomed by professors pastors students and armchair theologians features of this volume
include 1 a brief synopsis of biblical passages that inform a particular doctrine 2 surveys of past and current theologies with contemporary emphasis on
exegetical philosophical practical and theological questions 3 substantial interaction with various christian movements within the protestant catholic
and orthodoxy traditions as well as the hermeneutical issues raised by postmodernity and 4 charts sidebars questions for discussion and an extensive
bibliography divided into different entry levels and topics
The History of Christian Doctrines 1969 this important work of protestant doctrine is an abbreviated version of the monumental work systematic theology
by louis berkhof it is part of a series of three books designed to be used at three distinct levels of learning this summary of reformed doctrine
explains in a concise manner the great biblical doctrines and is useful as an introduction to dogmatics each chapter contains a section of questions that
promote reflection and learning
Vicarious Atonement Through Christ 2011-07-01 the book discusses the major areas of christian belief from a classic reformed perspective he covers areas
like theology proper anthropology christology soteriology ecclesiology and eschatology such strange but essential terms and for each topic discussed
there is a historical overview thus one gets a good dose of historical theology along with systematic theology i found his definitions quite helpful in
crystallizing a doctrine and making it sink in consider for instance his definition of god s holiness that perfection of god in virtue of which he
eternally wills and maintains his own moral excellence abhors sin and demands purity in his moral creatures concise clear powerful an absolute essential
work for any serious student of the scriptures and as service guide to their christian faith
The Church and Social Problems 2016-04-25 introduction to the new testament is designed for students and general readers and directs its readers toward a
greater appreciation for new testament writings this book includes an extended analysis of literature on the new testament including berkhof s own
appraisal of the most influential 19th century new testament scholars although berkhof s subject is the bible his pursuit is unapologetically theological
he aims to explain why the church reads and honors the new testament as the word of god and to vindicate the claims of the canonical books against the
criticism of modernist skeptics lexham classics are beautifully typeset new editions of classic works each book has been carefully transcribed from the



original texts ensuring an accurate representation of the writing as the author intended it to be read
The Christian Faith 2011-01-04 louis berkhof well known reformed theologian from the early 20th century left us with this widely appreciated and timeless
resource on the new testament complete with well organized outlines and clearly presented overviews of each new testament book this work is a valuable
addition to any reference library
Sumario de Doctrina Cristiana = Summary of Christian Doctrine 1996-01 modern reformed theology in america has shown astonishing variety in its expression
grouped under the name reformed are in fact five diverse traditions the princeton theology westminster calvinism the dutch schools southern reformed
thought and neoorthodoxy this book provides penetrating analysis of these five traditions and the two leading theologians of each the result is an
important advance in our understanding of what being reformed has meant and what it should now mean in the late twentieth century publisher
Introduction to Systematic Theology 2021-11-04 following the biblical story line of creation fall redemption consummation spykman s new paradigm
systematics represents a notable revision of the traditional loci method spykman has reordered the basic christian dogmas in a bold attempt to overcome
the rationalist scholastic influences inherent in the older method
Introduction to the New Testament 2017 a new edition of leading theologian millard erickson s classic text
New Testament Introduction 1915 this proven systematic theology represents the very best in evangelical theology stanley grenz presents the traditional
themes of christian doctrine god humankind christ the holy spirit the church and the last things all within an emphasis on god s central program for
creation namely the establishment of community masterfully blending biblical historical and contemporary concerns grenz s respected work provides a
coherent vision of the faith that is both intellectually satisfying and expressible in christian living available for the first time in paperback
Reformed Theology in America 1985 this important work of protestant doctrine is an abbreviated version of the monumental work systematic theology by
louis berkhof it is part of a series of three books designed to be used at three distinct levels of learning this manual is ideal for catechetical
teaching of college and high school students each chapter contains a section of questions that promote reflection and learning this manual has been and
will continue to be useful for the education of believers everywhere
Reformational Theology 1992 developmental theology explores the ways in which the lord is calling his people to examine and adapt theology to the new
insights he is revealing god is challenging us not only to look over the theological fence but to leap over it this volume will help us do that edwin
walhout has been examining these matters for the past twenty or so years and in this stimulating book presents the distillations of his insights you will
find these pioneering chapters challenging to traditional theology while opening up new and exciting avenues into the future
Christian Theology 1986 in a clear accurate manner the author gives information to the reader about the different points of view of the distinct
theological traditions and makes a strong case for his points of view by means of rigorous biblical and systematic analysis
An Introduction to Theology 1993 see cover
Theology for the Community of God 2000-01-31 this landmark edition combines berkhof s standard systematic treatment of the doctrines of the reformed
faith his magnum opus with his introduction to the study of systemtic theology written in a scholarly yet simple style the work includes a thorough
bibliography and study questions at the end of each chapter
Manual de doctrina reformada 2001-05 grenz and franke provide a methodological approach for doing theology in the postmodern world they call for a
theological method that moves beyond the enlightenment way of ordering and understanding information foundationalism they propose a theological method
that takes seriously the spirit tradition and contemporary culture while stressing trinitarian structure community and eschatology
Developmental Theology 2016-01-23 religion can be looked upon as a way of life but being religious does not make anyone god s adopted child congregating
with other persons does not make one the church that is why the requirements are to be born again of the water the holy spirit and the blood as rightly
mentioned but it also involves living and walking by faith in jesus christ the lord and the saviour of mankind being the church as the world knows is not
just going into a building to congregate for worship making empty noises preaching enticing words and saying thus said the lord hence the reason for the
schisms when forms of spirit filled actions take place among churchgoers who are saying the spirit of god fell upon the church truly those are the
actions of churchgoers true worship and walking in the spirit are demonstrated through the church in man god s dwelling place in man known as the church
militant communicates with the church triumphantly and invisibly
What the Bible Says About God the Creator 2000-10-24 an enhanced version of a classic undergraduate text
Teología sistemática 1995-12 in partnership with the dutch reformed translation society baker academic is proud to offer in english for the very first
time the fourth and final volume of herman bavinck s complete reformed dogmatics now also available as a four volume set this volume includes the
combined indexes for all four volumes in addition editor john bolt introduces each chapter and has enhanced the footnotes and bibliography this
masterwork will appeal not only to scholars students pastors and laity interested in reformed theology but also to research and theological libraries
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